LIFE PAINT
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

WATERPROOFING

LIFE DECK SEAL GUARD
Description
Life Deck Seal Guard is a 40 mil. thick rubberized asphalt,
self-sealing, self-adhering waterproof membrane
reinforced with a non-woven polyester fabric. Seal
Guard has a white polyester scrim, which allows light
foot traffic and a short period of UV exposure.

Application
One method of application is to roll out the membrane
with the white side up and measure individual lengths
with 2" minimum overlap. Pull the material tight from
each end and remove the 2-1/2" strip of the overlap
release film and adhere to the deck.

Uses
Life Deck Seal Guard is primarily used as a secondary
waterproofing membrane in critical situations under the
AL UT system or any areas where a self-sealing, selfadhering waterproof membrane is needed.

Another method is to pull 12" to 24" of the release
film and position the roll where desired. Adhere the
membrane firmly onto the deck.
Begin pulling the
release film in the opposite direction.
The roll will
follow as the release film is removed. Smooth the
membrane as the adhesive back comes into contact
with the deck.

Advantages
*Self-sealing
*Self-adhering
*Economical
*Reinforced
*User Friendly
*Withstands Light Foot Traffic
*Short UV Protection
Packaging
6" x 67'
12"x 67'
36"x 67'
Inspection/Surface Preparation
Be sure the surface is clean, dry and free of grease,
paint, oil, dust or any foreign material that may prevent
proper adhesion. All nails and screws must be flush
with the surface.

Install Life Deck Seal Guard under and/or over flashing
to help seal nail holes. Because the material is not
UV stable, the material is to be held back from the
edge of the flashing and covered by the coating to be
installed.
Limitations
*Do not leave exposed to UV for more than 2 weeks.
*Do not install in temperatures above 90OF or 		
below 40OF.
*Do not store rolls on end.
WARRANTY: When the warranted product is applied in accordance
with label instructions and common sense widely accepted painting
practice and procedures, Life Paint will warrant said product against
manufacturing defects that might cause premature failure such as
blistering, peeling, or unusual wear. Directions are as complete as
possible but cannot encompass all conditions, applications, and/or
surfaces beyond manufacturer’s control.In the event of a warranted
failure and upon the presentation of proof of purchase, the remedy
will be the provision price for said product. This warranty does
not include labor or the costs associated with labor. This warranty
may not be transferred or assigned and extends specific legal
rights which may vary from state-to-state. No other warrantee is
expressed or implied.

Technical Data
Thickness 							
Tensile Strength-reinforcing only (ASTM D882-A) 		
Elongation, ultimate failure of SBS mass (ASTM D412)
Pliability 							

40 mils. +- 5
1400 psi
500%min.
Pass
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